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lute is certainly derived from Skr. labu "gourd." *
Bamarn is the Sanskrit and the Bengali name of a small
drum which plays an important role in Indian iconography
as the attribute of several divinities (cf. Curt Sachs,
Die Musikinstrumente hdiens nnd Indonesians, 2nd ed.,
p. 75). The instrument called in Marathi d<tmru, in Hindi
damru, etc., resembles a gourd, with two swellings, cut in
such a way as to have only the two hemispheric ends. The
analogy of the names of this drum with those of the
uAunbara fruit in the Indian languages can be therefore
explained by their common ressemblance to some cucurbits.
Tambura is the Marathi word for a kind of vzna* It does
not appear doubtful at all that the instrument owes its
name to that of the two hollow appendices which are
suspended from the tube like the gourds from their stalk.2
1 Cf. also the name of a kind of Bengali violin : aldbu sarangl
(Curt Sachs, p. 131).
8 This cithara must not he confounded with a lute which has almost
the same name : Hindi tambura (Curt Sachs, ibid, p. 129, fig. 90), but
which resembles a mandolin of which the body is like a big calabash.
Mr. C. Sachs is of opinion that the name of this instrument is the
same as Persian tanbur, which is derived hy metathesis from pandur,
name of a lute in the Near East. India would have received the
tanbur from her western neighbours and modified the name by analogy
to that of Tumburu, the king of celestial musicians. In fact it seems
that Hindi tambura designates an instrument imported to India from
the west but it is difficult to decide if the Hindi form tambura is
due to a contamination with the name of Tumburu or that of the
cithara called tambura in Marathi. This last instrument seems to be
indigenous in India and its name can be explained by the two
calabashes hanging from it. It is not however impossible that
Tumburu owes its name originally to the musical instrument which
has the shape of a gourd or a calabash; according to this hypothesis
the name of the gandharva king would also belong to the family :
tumba, udumbara, e*tct

